
Control, Simulation and Testing of Digital 

Displacement Hydraulic Power Take-Off for Wave 

Energy Converters 
Introduction 
Developing power take-off (PTO) systems for wave energy is 

a significant challenge. Hydraulic systems offer a potential 

solution as they are suited to high power, high force 

applications, and are able to work at relatively low speeds. 

However a hydraulic PTO system can succeed only if it 

demonstrates good efficiency and controllability, and can 

cope with a high peak-to-mean power ratio. The Pelamis 

PTO demonstrated average conversion efficiencies of >70% 

through providing a quantised approximation to any desired 

continuously varying load, including reactive loads. However 

the quantised torque meant that no optimising control 

strategy could be supported [1]. Under the Wave Energy 

Scotland PTO Stage 3 project, this quantising PTO system 

will be combined with Artemis Intelligent Power’s (AIP) 

Digital Displacement® (DD) technology to produce the 

Quantor PTO, which should have smooth PTO torque and 

full reactive control (see Fig.1).  This research focuses on 

using system models to design a representative test rig for 

the Quantor,  along with designing control systems for both 

the Quantor and the  test rig. 
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Rig Concept and Testing 
In order to confirm the efficiency and controllability of the 

Quantor, a test rig with real inertia representative of a 

generic WEC has been constructed and tested. This rig can 

emulate regular and irregular waves. The test rig consists 

of a 300kW motor connected to a flywheel via a gearbox 

(see Fig.2). The PTO will be connected to the flywheel via a 

further splitter gear and will experience the same dynamics 

and loads as it would on a WEC. The test rig has been 

constructed at AIP premises (without the Quantor) and 

tested. The speed of the motor was controlled from a 

simple hydrodynamic model of a WEC in various waves. 

The response of the system was measured and compared 

to the expected model response as a first-pass validation. 

An example is shown in Fig.3. 

 

Figure 1: Idealised Quantor concept. Top: the difference between the 

ideal continuous load-demand and the stepped profile of a quantised 

system generates a ‘correction’ load signal; Bottom: The load provided 

by the ‘DDPM’ (DD pump-motor) combines with the quantised load to 

provide an overall smooth load response. [1] 

Figure 3: Example irregular sea trace from test rig commissioning, 

showing model WEC in control software and real speed and torque on 

the test rig. The motor is following the demanded speed almost 

perfectly and the overlap between measured torque and modelled 

torque indicates consistency between the model and test rig. 

Further Work 
The data from the test rig validation will be used to validate 
existing Simulink models of the test rig components. The 
Quantor PTO is currently being constructed and 
commissioned for testing. Test data will be used to validate 
the Quantor model and to extend this model to simulate 
WEC/Quantor systems beyond the achievable scale in the 
lab. 

Figure 2:  Photo of 

test rig with base 

frame (blue, bottom) 

300kW motor (grey, 

back left), flywheel 

(centre, under blue 

cover) and first part 

of Quantor PTO 

(yellow motors in 

foreground).  
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